Materials for Tanter presentation to International Workshop Solidarity with Timor-Leste struggle for Self-determination

Recommended Citation


Workshop presentation abstract and PPT

Richard Tanter, 'Revisiting the Scott-Tanter secret 1978 assessments on the state of the East Timor campaign in Australia and on the question of FRETILIN negotiations' - abstract


Original documents by David scott and Richard Tanter, March 1978

David Scott and Richard Tanter, 'The East Timor Campaign in Australia', 23 March 1978:

David Scott and Richard Tanter, 'Independence in East Timor — a new view from Australia', March 1978

re-typed documents by David scott and Richard Tanter, March 1978 (May 2022)

Retyped text of Scott and Tanter, 'The East Timor Campaign in Australia' - 15 May 2022:

Retyped text of Scott and Tanter, 'Independence in East Timor — a new view from Australia' - 15 May 2022
DENIS FRENEY, ‘Report on my trip... 7.11.78’

Original of Denis Freney, ‘Report on my trip... 7.11.78’:

Transcript of Denis Freney, ‘Report on my trip... 7.11.78’ (Draft, May 2022)

DAVID SCOTT


OTHER

Mark Aarons, The Family File, (Melbourne: Black Inc, 2010), Chapter 21
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